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Piers Corbyn astrophysicist and director of WeatherAction, the Long-Range forecasters, 
spells out the questions to challenge the academic and political establishment:- 
 

“Globalization is now in terminal crisis!  
‘ManMade ClimateChange’ - #FakeScience and the fakest 
of all #FakeNews – a key ideological linchpin of 
globalization - is now broken. 
 

“In the last week Insider (NOAA) exposes* of industrial-scale climate data fraud confirmed what the honest 
evidence-based science of Climate Realists / 'Skeptics' spelt out for years - see Piers Corbyn  http://bit.ly/2iIoMXN  
- *John J Bates NOAA Insider in Sunday/Daily Mail FEB 5th by David Rose, see below. 
 

"The enormous economic burden of ManMade Climate Change Fraud policies - which through de-industrialization / 
industry & jobs transfer impoverish and destroy the pride of workers in USA, UK & EU and enslave the rest of the 
world are now AGAIN exposed (Sunday Mail Feb 12th**). ClimateChange GlobalWarming fraud and 
FakeScience benefits ONLY the most powerful Wall Street corporations and the Super rich  
 

There are two questions for the politicians establishment bubble and their fraudulent "Science" and academic 
advisers and I urge everyone to ask these in any forums or meetings they can:-  
 

1.  To scientists and academics:  
"Now that the #FakeScience of Man-Made Climate Change lies shredded and its fraudulent apparatus is about to be 
destroyed thanks to President Trump when will you abandon this shameful scam and restore evidence-based science to the 
forefront of all scientific endeavor?  What measures should be taken against those guilty of climate data fraud? 
 

2. To politicians  
"Now that the #FakeScience of Man-Made Climate Change lies shredded and its fraudulent apparatus is about to be 
destroyed thanks to President Trump when will you formally abandon this shameful scam and reverse or repeal all anti-
Carbon / 'ClimateChange measures.  When will you therefore end the desecration of the countryside and coasts and mass 
murder of birds by wind farms and REDUCE all electricity bills and energy charges accordingly - by about 1/3. When 
will you arrest those guilty of climate fraud just as banking fraudsters have been arrested? 
 

"The first academic institution or university to properly jump ship and put evidence-based science back to the fore 
will be flooded by applications from the brightest school students and reap huge benefits worldwide. 
 

"The first significant political party to properly abandon the Climate scam and cut electricity charges and terminate 
costly so called green (wind, nuclear power etc) ventures will gain huge support and WIN the next elections. Other 
political parties will then switch policies but too late. 
 

"As the world moves into post-globalization and against the Global Warming hoax it is important to KEEP TRUE 
GREEN POLICIES - eg defence of nature and biodiversity and reduce smoke+diesel pollution etc.  
At the same time we must DESTROY FAKE GREEN POLICIES - eg wind farms, mass-dams in the Amazon and the 
insane idea that CO2 is a pollutant.” 
 

Questions / interviews: Phone Piers Corbyn 07958713320 
 
** David Rose again Sunday Mail 12 Feb - 
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/article-4216180/How-
trust-global-warming-scientists-asks-David-Rose.html  
The 2015 Paris Agreement imposes gigantic burdens and 
its effects are felt on every household in the country. 
Emissions pledges made by David Cameron will cost 
British consumers a staggering £319 billion by 2030 – 
almost three times the annual budget for the NHS in 
England. 
That is not the end of it. Taxpayers also face an additional 
hefty contribution to an annual £80 billion in ‘climate 
aid’ from advanced countries to the developing world. 
That is on top of our already gargantuan aid 
budget. Green levies and taxes already cost the 
average household more than £150 a year. 
 


